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Imagine…

IT CAN’T HAPPEN

- We will ensure that the team is aware
- We will add this to you care plan
- We will take into account this 

information during our Therapeutic 
Recreation assessment

- We will create opportunities and offer 
these experiences to you

- We will make adaptations in order to 
enable you

- We don’t have the resources
- Its never been done
- There is too much risk
- Its not a priority
- We don’t have the funds
- We don’t have the time

IT CAN HAPPEN



Sienna’s Transformation & Growth Journey



Respect

Passion

Teamwork

Responsibility

Growth

Vision

Mission
To help you live fully, 
every day

To awaken our communities to 
the positive possibilities of life’s 
next chapters

The warmth of human connection

Vision, Mission & Values



Sienna’s Journey
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2015

The Transformation to Peron-Centered Care

Started the planning to transition both databases into PCC One Record2017

Developed and launched the new Leisure and Wellbeing Move In Assessment,              

Re-Assessment and Care Plan Library
2018

Developed an RT specific referral for 1:1 RT interventions beyond the recreation team 
engagement.  

Rebranding to Sienna Senior Living Inc. and launch of new Mission, Vision & Values

2019

A push to new language and terminology that is person centered

o First person dialogue

Support to mitigate negative outcomes or responsive behaviours



Leisure & Well-Being

Model



Leisure & Well-Being Model
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Enhancing Leisure Experiences
• Savouring Leisure
• Authentic Leisure
• Leisure Gratifications
• Mindful Leisure
• Virtuous Leisure

Developing Resources
• Psychological Resources
• Cognitive Resources
• Physical Resources
• Social Resources
• Environmental Resources

Components of TR
Service Delivery

Proximal & Medial Goals Outcomes

Well-Being: a state of 
successful, satisfying, and 

productive engagement with 
one’s life and the realization of 

one’s full physical, cognitive, 
and social-emotional potential

Distal Goals or Long Term

Positive affect, 
emotion, and 
experience on 
a daily basis

Cultivation and 
expression of one’s full 

potential-including 
strengths, capacities 

and assets. Hood, C. & Carruthers, C. (2007) 



Person Centered TR Assessment



Leisure & Well-Being Move In Assessment
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Leisure & Well-Being Move In Assessment
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 26 statements about myself in total

 Examples include: 

– The most important people in my life are….. 

– A typical day for me before moving here was……

– My past and present hobbies are/were…..

– My favourite time of the year is…  because….

– I was associated with the following clubs or associations….

– I volunteered at/as….

– Activities I like to engage in on my own are…

– My leisure and personal goal that I would like to achieve are….



Leisure and Well-Being Move In Assessment 
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Section C: Spiritual 



Leisure and Well-Being Move In Assessment 
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Section D: Religion 



Barriers to Engagement & Goals
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Barriers

 Engage in discussion about past interests that the resident is no longer 
engaged in and why that is.

 Identifying fears & phobias

 Tools that we can be provided to support engagement

Goals

 My leisure and or personal goals that I would like to achieve/share are…



Analysis of the Assessment
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 Focus:

• I am at risk for social isolation related to_____________.

 Goals: 
I will be supported in decreasing social isolation by participating in activities of choice _______ 
(specify) times per week by the next review date.   

 Approaches: 

• I prefer 1:1 interactions with ____________________ (specify). 

• Invite/encourage family members or others (specify) to attend experiences with me. 

• Invite me to the following types of experiences (specify).

• I prefer sensory stimulation.

• Decrease the length of a program and increase frequency.

• I am more receptive to engagement _____________ (specify). 

• Custom (specify).



Leisure & Well-Being Re-Assessment
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What's changed in the last quarter?



Care Plan
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Plan of Care vs. Care Plan

A Care Plan is a living 
document that is multi-
disciplinary and demonstrate 
the provision of care and 
service that meet the 
individualized needs of the 
resident. 

A Plan of Care are all the 
interventions (ie/physician 
orders, allergies, diet type, POC) 
throughout the resident’s 
electronic health record or 
chart.  The care plan provides 
specific details as to how to 
provide care for a resident.



Plan of Care vs. Care Plan
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Life My Way
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• Don’t put snipping tool but speak to what happens when there is no risk to resident and a 
multidisciplinary approach to support residents by their highlight areas of risk not under department 
specific focuses.

When no risk is identified



Outcomes
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 Less time documenting and more time spent with residents

 Decreasing document duplication

 Streamlining what each discipline is asking the resident upon Move In reducing a redundancy of 
questioning therefore decreasing stress and anxiety

 Encouraging a discussion type assessment approach rather than an interview approach

 More collaborative involvement between disciplines

 Open ended statements/questions allowing for broader reflection of the individual

 Care Plans are now substantially reduced in content/length

 Documentation meets Ministry Regulation requirements for LTC

 Supports Person-Centered approaches to care

 Supports Sienna’s Culture Change Journey and

 A social model of care vs. a medical model of care

What have these changes meant?



Questions?




